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The Birth of Legal Aid: Gender Ideologies,
Women, and the Bar in New York City,
1863–1910
FELICE BATLAN
At the New York Legal Aid Society’s twenty-fifth anniversary banquet in
1901, Arthur von Briesen, the Society’s longtime president, ended the eve-
ning with the following acknowledgement: “Before we separate I beg to be
permitted to say a few words on . . . the valuable aid which the Society has
received from the women of New York. I want you to understand that with-
out them we could not have prospered, without their assistance we could
not have done the work. . . . Their energetic efforts in our behalf, their
clear understanding of the duties . . . has enabled us to increase not only
the forte and our power for good, but enabled us to create a special branch
in which the cases of women can be specially considered by an able lawyer
who is also a woman.”1 Here Briesen publicly recognized women’s efforts
on behalf of legal aid as benefactors, supporters, volunteers, and lawyers.
The audience that evening would not have been surprised to learn that a
woman lawyer now would be providing legal services to women clients,
for this was not a new phenomenon. The Society already employed a num-
ber of women lawyers. Furthermore women formally untrained in law, but
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1. Report of Speeches and Letters Delivered and Read at the Banquet of the Legal Aid
Society, March 23, 1901, New York Public Library (NYPL), 34.
nonetheless acting as lawyers, had prior to the turn of the century provided
legal services to poor women through New York City’s Working Women’s
Protective Union (WWPU). As I demonstrate, the origins of legal aid lay in
the provision of legal services to poor women—often by other women.
Legal scholars who address the history of legal aid suggest that the first
legal aid organization in the United States was the New York Legal Aid
Society (the Society).2 They further paint a portrait of legal aid in which
women as legal providers are primarily absent and in which gender
plays little role. Rather, according to the literature, legal aid developed
in response to mass immigration to the United States and the fear that with-
out access to law immigrants, primarily imagined as men, would become
seduced by socialism. Not only is this picture incomplete but the
WWPU, founded in 1863, had by 1888 already conducted over 10,000
prosecutions and mediated 25,000 disputes on behalf of women.3
This article provides a case study and an in-depth analysis of the WWPU.
It then discusses how by the turn of the century, when the Society became the
dominant provider of legal aid in New York City, women’s roles as legal
providers and recipients of legal aid was even further expanded. By doing
so, I demonstrate that gender was foundational to the development of legal
2. See, for example, Harrison Tweed, The Legal Aid Society, New York City, 1876–1951
(New York: Legal Aid Society, 1954), vi.; Martha Davies, Brutal Need: Lawyers and the
Welfare Rights Movement, 1960–1973 (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1993),
11–16; Michael Grossberg, Counsel for the Poor? Legal Aid Societies and the Creation
of Modern Urban Legal Structures, 1900–1930 (Vancouver: University of British
Columbia University Series, 1994).
3. WWPU, Working Women’s Protective Union Twenty-Five Years’ History (1888)
(NYPL), 2. The most complete collection of Union reports is located in the NYPL. A num-
ber of the Union’s annual reports are also located in the Sophia Smith Collection at Smith
College (SSC). A growing number can also be obtained online through Harvard’s Open
Collection Program at www.ocp.hul.harvard.edu. Although legal scholars have ignored
the WWPU, a number of historians of women have very briefly discussed the WWPU,
but they have understood it primarily as a middle-class philanthropic women’s organization.
As such, they have not focused upon the development of legal aid, recognized women’s
roles as legal aid providers, the relationship of the Union to the bar, or the role that gender
played in the creation of legal aid. See Alice Kessler-Harris, Out to Work: A History of
Wage-Earning Women in the United States (New York: Oxford University Press, 1982),
91–92. Lori Ginzberg, Women and the Work of Benevolence: Morality, Politics, and
Class in the Nineteenth-Century United States (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University
Press, 1990), 182; Catherine Clinton, The Other Civil War: American Women in the
Nineteenth Century (New York: Hill & Wang), 173; Wendy Gamber, The Female
Economy: The Millinery and Dressmaking Trades, 1860–1930 (Urbana: University of
Illinois Press, 1997), 86n76; Kathyrn Kish Sklar, Florence Kelley and the Nation’s Work:
The Rise of Women’s Political Culture, 1830–1900 (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University
Press, 1995), 71; Martha Minow, “‘Forming Underneath Everything That Grows’: Toward
A History of Family Law,” Wisconsin Law Review (1985): 819n227.
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aid and that women played crucial roles as lawyers, benefactors, and clients.
Although this article focuses on New York, legal aid organizations in cities
such as Chicago and Philadelphia also first arose to provide free legal services
to women and such aid often was provided by other women.4
Significantly, however, the article is not just about women but also the
central role that gender ideologies played in the creation of legal aid.
Gender dictated who would be the beneficiaries of legal aid, how lawyers
constructed legal claims, what claims would be taken, who provided legal
aid, and how legal aid reflected back upon the image of the legal pro-
fession. The story of the development and work of the WWPU is multicau-
sal and demonstrates how legal aid was shaped by shifting gender
ideologies and their intersection with the nascent labor movement, under-
standings of wage labor, new ideas about philanthropy, and the changing
nature and composition of the legal profession.
In the first part, I discuss the founding of the WWPU, situating its ori-
gins in a failed attempt by women to establish a labor union for women
workers. Then I analyze how gender shaped the WWPU’s work, the por-
trayal of its clients, adversaries, and practice, and the interactions between
elite male attorneys and the WWPU. Also explored is how women without
formal legal training, and at a time when women could not be admitted to
the New York Bar, vote, or even sit on juries, provided much of the legal
advice and conducted the majority of the work of the WWPU. With this
background, the final part of the article examines the New York Legal
Aid Society, where I argue that the Society consciously sought to differen-
tiate itself from the WWPU and present a more professional and masculine
image. At the same time, however, and due to material conditions, includ-
ing perpetual financial problems, the needs of poor women, and a new
cadre of professionally trained women lawyers, the provision of legal aid
continued to be deeply feminized.
Labor Activism and the Founding of the Working Women’s Protective
Union
In 1863, in the midst of the chaos and disorder of the Civil War, New York
City’s economy experienced significant inflation. This was particularly
4. See First Annual Report of the Protective Agency for Women and Children (Chicago:
Women’s Temperance Publication Association, 1887) (Northwestern University Law School
Library); First Annual Report of The Legal Aid Society of Philadelphia (1904) (discussing its
predecessor organization the Committee for the Legal Protection of Working Women (avail-
able through the Harvard Law School library at http://fig.lib.harvard.edu/fig/?
bib=001764267).
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devastating for the poor and working class, who in many cases could no
longer afford necessities as wages stagnated and prices rose.5 In response,
workers began organizing, striking, and making demands for higher wages
and shorter hours. As employers refused to bargain, thousands of
New York City workers went out on strike.6 Although men, led by the
machinists (an industry crucial to the war effort), began the strikes,
women workers soon joined them.7 Women workers, concentrated in the
sewing trades, were some of the worst-paid workers, and their wages
had actually decreased during the course of the war. Where machinists
and other skilled male workers earned approximately $2 a day and com-
plained that they could not live on such wages, many women in the sewing
trades earned $2.50 a week.8 As one newspaper reported, “[women’s
wages] have been so depreciated that it is scarcely possible to realize
how any one could live from the proceeds of such work.”9
Furthermore, male unionists were often hostile to women workers,
believing that they drove down wages and were incapable of organizing.10
Even so, women who worked in a variety of trades began to hold meetings
in their shops and homes to contemplate collective action and additional
strikes.11 Such women became particularly visible when their letters
began to appear in newspapers, complaining of the unfair practices of
employers, low wages, long hours, and dehumanizing treatment.12 This
5. For example, wholesale prices for manufactured goods rose in 1863 to 59 percent above
those in 1860. More specifically, milk increased from 1.5 cents in 1860 to 10 cents in 1864.
Butter was 4 cents in 1861 and 25 cents in 1864. The price of coal and meat also doubled
between 1861 and 1864 (Philip Foner, The History of the Labor Movement in the United
States (New York: International Publishers, 1947), 326.
6. “The Machinists Strike,” New York Herald, November 8, 1863; “General News,”
New York Daily Tribune, November 12, 1863.
7. “The Strike of Machinists and others—Philosophy or the Difficulty,” New York Herald
(November 13, 1863), 4. On the complex politics of male trade unions in New York, see Iver
Bernstein, The New York City Draft Riots: Their Significance in American Society and
Politics in the Age of Civil War (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990).
8. “Strike Among the Females,” New York Herald (November 13, 1863), 4.
9. “The Working Women,” New York Herald (November 14, 1863), 3.
10. Ellen Carol DuBois writes that “in general men’s discontent with the sexual division of
labor was limited to their fear that women would undersell male labor and displace men from
their jobs . . . . [T]raditions of craft unionism and labor politics, which encouraged workers to
cooperate and improve their employment condition, were almost unknown among women”
(DuBois, Feminism and Suffrage: The Emergence of an Independent Women’s Movement in
America, 1848–1869 (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1999 [1979]).
11. “Female Labor,” and “Workingwomen and their Movement,” New York Sun,
November 14, 1863, 2; “The Wages Movement,” New York Daily Tribune, November 13,
1863, 11; “The Workingwomen,” New York Sun, November 16, 1863, 1.
12. “Sad Story of a Poor Girl—A Communication,” New York Sun, November 17, 1863,
1; see also “Another Working Girl’s Experience,” New York Sun, November 18, 1863, 1.
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nascent movement was quite democratic as hundreds of women soon
began to attend citywide meetings.13 One newspaper reported that the
ladies who attended such meetings were “plainly attired—contrasting
with women’s rights conventions and other kindered [sic] assemblies
very favorably.”14 At a November 18 meeting, the Working Women’s
Union was formed to advocate for higher wages and shorter hours.15 A
man who mysteriously did not want his name published was elected pre-
sident, and five women were elected to serve on the executive committee.16
With the creation of the Union, some newspapers that had been sym-
pathetic to the complaints of working women suddenly turned cold. The
Tribune reported that at the first large meeting of the Union, the women
who crowded the hall appeared well fed and that there was no indication
of “starvation” or “consumption (except for food).” It further claimed
that some women “bragged” of their high wages, and that others living
with parents had “free support.” Moreover, it reported that the women
were ignorant of how to conduct a meeting and that they refused to elect
delegates.17 Pointing to the chaos, and potentially radical undertones of
the movement, a number of articles claimed that Susan B. Anthony was
in the audience in the company of a “colored girl.”18 According to one
reporter, the president asked her to leave, stating that she would “only con-
fuse the meeting” and “lead it from the business at hand.”19
The next days would not bode well for the women of the Union because
skilled male strikers went back to work having negotiated higher wages
with their employers. On November 24 at a Union meeting, the male pre-
sident presented a draft constitution. The preamble stated that the Union
13. “Another Great Meeting of Working Women,” New York Sun, November 19, 1863, 1.
14. “Meeting of the Sewing Girls Last Evening,” New York Herald, November 19, 1863, 10.
15. For a discussion of working women’s activism in New York City during the antebel-
lum period, see Christine Stansell, City of Women: Sex and Class in New York, 1789–1860
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1987). Stansell wrote that before the war working
women had substantial space to maneuver “partly because, other interested parties—
working-class men and middle-class reformers—had not yet monopolized the answers.
After the Civil War . . . the air would be too thick with pronouncements on women’s proper
place for working-class women to speak much for themselves” (Stansell, City of Women,
131). Stansell further noted that after 1860, women’s trade union activity ceased (ibid.,
152). Although the history of the WWPU provides a particularly vivid illustration of the
silencing of working women, it also demonstrates that working women’s labor activities
continued into the 1860s.
16. “Meeting of the Sewing Girls Last Evening,” New York Herald, November 19, 1863.
There is some evidence that this man was labor leader Daniel Walford. See WWPU,
Twenty-Five Year’s History.
17. “Meeting of Workwomen,” New York Daily Tribune, November 19, 1863, 1.
18. “Meeting of the Sewing Girls Last Evening,” New York Herald, November 19, 1863, 10.
19. “Meeting of Workwomen.”
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would work “to secure legal protection from fraud,” “appeal respectfully
. . . to employers” for higher wages and shorter hours, and create a registry
for unemployed women. It also provided that “every working woman of
good character other than those employed in household labor shall be
entitled” to be a member.20 Yet as one newspaper ominously wrote
about the meeting, “Women have the reputation of being pretty good talk-
ers, but it was observable that most of the speeches were made by men.”21
Following this meeting, and in quick succession, a group of unnamed
men formed a committee, drafted a new constitution for the Union, and
issued a report regarding why it was necessary for men to control the
Union.22 The report, speaking to the women of the Union, stated, “The
difficulties in the way of organizing and carrying on an association to be
managed and controlled among yourselves, were so great as would
seriously impair the usefulness of the Union.”23 A later description of the
takeover candidly explained, “The [Union’s] earlier efforts were directed
to the establishment of an organization among the working-women them-
selves for their own mutual protection. But their want of experience in
the management of business affairs and some already evident machinations
among the evil-disposed of their own sex, proved obstacles not easily sur-
mounted. Thus the gentlemen . . . felt impelled to assume the entire con-
trol.”24 The new committee tellingly changed the name of the Working
Women’s Union to the Working Women’s Protective Union of the City
of New York, with membership limited to those who contributed at least
$25.25 This was a sum that virtually no working-class woman could afford.
The new leaders of the Union now narrowly defined the mission of the
Union to provide “working women with legal protection from the frauds
and impositions of unscrupulous employers.”26 Gone were the women’s
demands for collective action; and the Unionmade clear that it would not fos-
ter strikes, and it admonished thosewomen that it aided to behave in amanner
“worthy of respect and esteem.”27 Clearly the women’s actions and their
potential, or at least imagined, association with suffrage, strikes, and
20. Meeting of Working Women,” New York Daily Tribune, November 25, 1863, 8
(reproducing draft constitution).
21. Ibid.
22. Later reports identified the men as Moses S. Beach (publisher of the Sun), Daniel
Walford (union activist and leader), George W. Matsell, William MacKellar, and William
Roberts. Matsell, MacKellar, and Roberts were all attorneys (WWPU, Working Women’s
Protective Union Annual Report (1868) (NYPL), 6).
23. “The Working Women,” New York Sun, December 17, 1863, 1.
24. WWPU, Working Women’s Protective Union Annual Report (1868), 6.
25. “The Working Women,” New York Sun, December 17, 1863, 1.
26. Ibid.
27. “Working Womens’ [sic] Protective Union, New York Sun, March 24, 1864, n.p.
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democratic unionism was too threatening and radical for male labor leaders
and their middle-class allies. Further, the continued agitation of working
women occurring only four months after New York City’s infamous draft
riots may have provoked even greater fears of social unrest and chaos.28
Within a couple of months of the founding of the WWPU, some of
New York’s elite members of the bar began supporting the Union, includ-
ing James Brady, Charles Daly, William Roberts, and Peter Cooper.29
Charles Daley, one of the most respected judges in New York City, quickly
became an officer of and ardent advocate for the Union, and he enlisted the
support of other New York judges.30 New York lawyers also generously
began funding the Union.31
28. New York City’s Draft Riots occurred in July 1863 and were sparked by a conscrip-
tion act which allowed those drafted to purchase their way out of the draft. Working-class
crowds rampaged through the city, directing their rage at African Americans and at the prop-
erty of wealthy New Yorkers. The riots provoked not only what looked like a race war but a
class war as well. See Bernstein, New York City Draft Riots. On elite New Yorkers reactions
to the riots, see Sven Beckert, The Monied Metropolis: New York City and the Consolidation
of the Bourgeoisie (Cambridge, Mass.: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 137–41.
29. “The Working Womens’ [sic] Protective Union,” The Sun, March 24, 1864, n.p.
30. Throughout his life, Charles Daly was one of the Union’s staunchest supporters. Daly
was a ubiquitous presence in nineteenth-century New York City. Daly, whose parents had
immigrated to New York from Ireland, was born in 1816. After holding various odd jobs,
including apprenticing for a cabinet maker and later clerking for a lawyer, he was admitted
to the bar in 1839. In 1844, he became judge in the Court of Common Pleas and went on to
become Chief Justice of the New York Supreme Court. He held this position until 1885. At
various periods of his life, he worked on tenement reform, was president of the American
Geological Society, and wrote widely on the New York courts, jurisprudence, Jews, theatre,
map-making, and various political issues. Daly also spent a brief time in the New York State
legislature. Although Daly was a Democrat, he was widely respected outside the party for his
honesty and legal judgment. In 1856, he married Maria Lydig, the daughter of a socially
prominent and wealthy merchant. Mrs. Daly is presently most well known for the publi-
cation of those parts of her diary that she wrote during the Civil War. The Dalys socialized
with New York’s wealthiest residents, a wide array of artists, writers, scientists, intellectuals,
and local and national politicians. See Maria Daly, Diary of a Union Lady, ed. Harold Earl
Hammond (New York: Funk and Wagnall, 1962); Harold Earl Hammond, A Commoner’s
Judge: The Life and Times of Charles Patrick Daly (Boston: Christopher Publishing
House, 1954). For Daly’s writings, see Charles P. Daly, Annual Address: The Early
History of Cartology; or What We Know of Maps and Map-Making Before the Time of
Mercator (New York: Geographical Society, 1879); Charles P. Daly, The Settlement of
the Jews in North America (New York: P. Cowen, 1893); Charles P. Daly, The Common
Law: The Common Law, its Origin, Sources, Nature, and Development and What the
State of New York has Done to Improve Upon It (New York: Banks & Brothers, 1894).
31. Some of the first and most generous financial contributions to the Union were given by
attorneys Mynart Van Schalck, who contributed $100, and Robert Bayard, who contributed a
similar amount (“The Working Womens’ [sic] Protective Union,” The Sun, March 24, 1864,
n.p.)
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The events that transformed a nascent labor union controlled by women
into a middle-class benevolent organization directed by lawyers functioned
to channel working-women’s potentially disruptive and radical actions into
orderly legal channels.32 At the same time, male lawyers could demon-
strate their concern for the well-being of poor white women and the
power that law had to redress working-class grievances. Disaffected
working-class women, through the Union, could take their grievances to
the courts rather than the streets, and law could mediate between workers
and employers. Furthermore, by the Union asserting that the problem that
working women faced was the result of fraud and unscrupulous employers,
it implicitly claimed that the wage-labor system was sound. The problem
was simply with those employers who engaged in fraud—something that
law and lawyers could remedy.
The Work of the Union
Through the years, the WWPU provided primarily two services to working
women—an employment bureau, and legal assistance to women who had
claims against employers. The Union was never an organization with an
active rank-and-file membership, and it was certainly not a women’s
labor union. Rather, it was controlled by the all-male board of directors
and its officers and reached out to a wider public only when it required
additional funds. Eventually the Union became the darling of
New York’s bench and bar, with many of New York’s most renowned
judges and lawyers supporting the organization.33
The Union focused its legal services on collecting the unpaid wages of
working women. A woman requiring help from the Union found her way
to its offices, which through the years occupied a number of addresses in
32. Alice Kessler-Harris, Out to Work, 91–92, provides one of the few historical descrip-
tions of the takeover of the Union.
33. Just a few of the other elite lawyers who visibly supported the Union include Chauncy
M. Depew, Noah Davis, Fredrick Coudert, and Henry Day. See, for example, “Protection of
Working Women,” New York Times, December 9, 1879, 2; WWPU, Twenty-Five Years’
History. By way of background, Chauncey Depew was a ubiquitous figure in New York
Republican politics. He was a lawyer, had served in the New York legislature, had been sec-
retary of state of New York, was the president of New York Central Railroad, and in 1888
sought the Republican presidential nomination. He was also known for his wonderful ora-
torical skills and quick wit. Noah Davis was born in 1818 in New Hampshire and began
practicing law in upstate New York in 1841. He was appointed in 1857 to the New York
State Supreme Court. In 1870, President Grant appointed him to the position of U.S. attorney
for the Southern District of New York, and then he was elected to the Supreme Court of
New York. He held this position until 1887.
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what is now Greenwich Village. There, the Union’s supervisor, always a
woman, and whose crucial role will be analyzed later, would listen to
the woman’s complaint and determine whether she had a viable legal
case. If a valid claim existed, the woman returned on “complaint day”
and presented her case to a male attorney. Upon accepting a case, the
Union sent a demand notice to the potential defendant, signed by the super-
visor. The demand stated the amount owed and gave the employer three
days to respond. Surprisingly, employers often appeared as summoned,
and the Union attempted to persuade them to pay the claim. If the employer
did not respond or refused to pay, the Union would file a court case in the
woman’s name. The Union prided itself on its determination in bringing
cases to trial and even pursuing them through appeal.
Over the course of its history, by far the largest number of claims that the
Union brought involved women in the sewing trades. At times, employers
deducted money for allegedly substandard work or simply refused to pay
wages. Another common practice involved hiring women to do unpaid
“trial” sewing for extended periods, and then terminating them without
payment. Some employers required their workers to provide a security
deposit, which they then refused to return. The Union took cases for
sums as low as twenty-five cents and as high as $300.34 In addition to
women in the sewing trades, the Union at various times handled cases
for bookbinders, washerwomen, tutors, saleswomen, artists, shoefitters,
stenographers, secretaries, traveling book saleswomen, and even an actress.
From its inception, the Union refused to provide legal services to dom-
estic workers, claiming they already had their board and bed provided, and
thus did not face the privations of other poor working women. That exclu-
sion, however, may have also performed a number of other functions that
went to the heart of the Union’s perception of its own role. First, it insu-
lated the benefactors of the Union as employers whose own employment
practices might be scrutinized. Second it excluded many Irish immigrant
women and African American women who filled the ranks of domestic ser-
vants.35 In addition, the Union located the problem of working women in
the industrial sphere, outside the home. Finally, throughout the nineteenth
34. U.S. Education and Labor Committee, Senate Report upon the Relations Between
Capital and Labor (1885) (hereinafter Senate Report [1885]), 642.
35. In 1855, in New York City, 25 percent of Irish immigrant women were domestics and
50 percent of African American women worked as domestics (Kessler-Harris, Out to Work,
55). The Union clearly understood this. The Union’s superintendent testified to a U.S. Senate
committee that although the Union did not discriminate on the basis of race, not many
African American women came to the Union “because colored women are more exclusively
engaged in house-service. There are not so many of them seamstresses” (Senate Report
(1885), 641).
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century in New York, the middle and upper classes believed that a dom-
estic labor crisis existed, and domestic help was generally unreliable and
unruly—not the type of women worthy of Union protection.36
The Union’s Representations: Remaking Working-Class Women
The Union proved ingenious at reconstructing the image of the working
woman in order to situate her as worthy of legal representation. No longer
were they impertinent women who demanded unions of their own and fos-
tered strikes. Now the Union reconstructed such working-class women into
domesticated middle-class women who simply had fallen on hard times.
Repeatedly the Union asked its supporters to imagine that such women
were their own daughters untrained in industrial work and now required
to support themselves. At the Union’s first annual meeting, A. Oakey
Hall, who was a former New York district attorney and who would later
become mayor of New York, declared that the Union was particularly
interested in the woman who had been “nurtured” and was now forced
to “maintain herself by an occupation to which she was unaccustomed.”37
Another early example described one working woman who sought the
Union’s assistance as being “of excellent education and address.”38
A further description from the 1870s described two needy sisters from
New Orleans as well educated and from a good family whose fortunes
had reversed due to the war.39 The Union’s governing conception of work-
ing women was to see them as white, middle-class women who had fallen
on difficult times as a result of the Civil War. Now in the industrial work-
force, they required the aid of gentlemen lawyers. Furthermore, although
the Union often iterated that it provided services to women of all races,
it seldom provided counsel to African American women.40 Rather part
36. For discussions of domestic labor in New York City, see Maureen E. Montgomery,
Displaying Women: Spectacles of Leisure in Edith Wharton’s New York (New York:
Rutledge, 1998), 82–86; Hasia Diner, Erin’s Daughters in America: Irish Immigrant
Women in the Nineteenth Century (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1983).
37. “Local News,” The Sun, December 14, 1864, n.p.
38. WWPU, Working Women’s Protective Union, Fifth Annual Report (1868), 31. The
actual office records of the WWPU are probably no longer in existence. In order to construct
the story of the WWPU, I have primarily relied upon the WWPU’s annual reports that pro-
vide a rich description of the work of the WWPU, speeches given by attorneys on behalf of
the WWPU, government documents, and a variety of newspaper and magazine reports.
39. WWPU, The Work Done and Doing By the Working Women’s Protective Union
(1873) (NYPL), 19.
40. The Union did not often specify the race of its clients. It did, however, describe one
1873 case as involving a German employer who hired a “colored woman” to clean a
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of what made such women worthy of Union representation was their white-
ness and the fantasy that such women came from families that resembled
the Union’s benefactors.
By the 1880s, the ethnic composition of the city’s working-class women
included growing numbers of Eastern and Southern European immigrant
women, and women’s industrial employment could no longer be imagined
as temporary and the result of war. Instead, the WWPU began to see the
plight of working women as inherent in capitalism—a product of the vag-
aries of the market. Even with this, the Union’s image of the working-class
woman did not change. As one Union speaker stated, “We are subject con-
stantly to commercial reverses. The panic comes along and the great house
goes down, and the bank topples over.” In this account, the rich man
became poor, and his wife and daughter, unprepared and untrained, were
forced into the workplace.41 Another story involved a woman appearing
at the WWPU’s office in dire need of help. A benefactor immediately
recognized her as the educated daughter of a deceased friend who, when
alive, was “well known,” “wealthy,” and held in great respect.42 Clearly
these stories demonstrated that downward mobility could affect anyone
through no fault of her own. Instead of conceptualizing working-class
women as a class apart, these accounts presented them as members of
the middle-class. In doing so, the Union was at once able to portray its cli-
ents as worthy of legal representation while eliding class conflict. Through
these tropes, the Union could continue to maintain that its clients were truly
middle class while ignoring the reality that the “new world” of the United
States had produced an old-world-like permanent poor working class.
Strikingly, however, it also recognized the women that it served as wage
earners, and often family breadwinners. In 1870, the Union wrote,
“Working women by the toils of their own hands, furnish the only support
of aged parents, or of crippled or diseased sisters and brothers, and often
building. He then refused to pay the full amount due. The Union wrote, “The Union man-
agers did not know a good reason why a German should not pay what he promised, even to a
colored woman” (WWPU, Work Done and Doing, 17). Although this case indicates that the
Union did not strictly limit its service to women who were not African American, the
Union’s attention to her race indicates that the case was unusual enough to require a remark.
Almost a decade later, the Union reported another case that involved an African American
woman. The Union stressed that the “colored mission” had already tried to collect her wages
but had failed; see Protection for the Working Women of New York (1881) (NYPL), 4. In
1885, the Union’s superintendent stated that the Union took cases without regard to “reli-
gion, nationality, or color” (Senate Report (1885), 641).
41. WWPU, Protection for the Working Women of New York (1882) (NYPL), 11.
42. WWPU, Protection for the Working Women of New York (1880) (NYPL), 4.
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times of large families of their own.”43 This position differed significantly
from that of many, including some male union organizers and working-
class men, who often maintained that women’s employment was limited
to their years before marriage.44 It further contrasted with mid- to late
nineteenth-century gender ideology, which saw white women’s roles to
be in the home, and either made working women invisible or portrayed
them as disordered and standing outside appropriate gender relations.45
Rather, the Union acknowledged that working women supported them-
selves and their families with their wages. In 1885, the Union’s superinten-
dent testified in U.S. Senate hearings, “Nearly all [to whom the Union
provided aid] . . . have someone dependent upon them, either an aged
father, or brother, or sister. There are very few working women that
have not got somebody dependent upon them besides themselves.”46
Union reports also sought to emphasize this point to the public. For
example, the Union’s 1888 Annual Report described Mary, who “had a
sick husband and child who depended upon her slender earnings.” Two
other women, Susan and Nancy, supported themselves and their mothers,
one by sewing straw and the other as a stenographer. The report described
Bridget as “a pale faced little woman, the only dependence of a husband in
the last stages of consumption, as well as two small children.”47
Yet as the Union showed the extent to which women and their families
depended upon women’s wages, it simultaneously upheld the ideology
of the male breadwinner upon whom wives and children depended for
support. In no case that it described (at least for which there are extant
documents) did an able-bodied male appear. Rather, the Union recounted
a litany of dead and dying men. No woman had a healthy husband (where
husbands existed in the Union’s accounts, they were on their death beds)
and only occasionally was a father mentioned—even then he was
enfeebled. The ideology of the male breadwinner was reinforced, with
43. WWPU, Seventh Annual Report of the Working Women’s Protective Union (1870)
(NYPL), 3.
44. Stansell, City of Women, 137–38; Alice Kessler-Harris, In Pursuit of Equity: Women,
Men and the Quest for Economic Citizenship in 20th-Century America (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2001).
45. Kessler-Harris writes, “The ideology that exalted home roles [for women] condemned
the lives of those forced to undertake wage work. Sympathetic perceptions of women wage
earners sacrificing for the sake of their families gave way to charges of selfishness and family
neglect” (Out to Work, 53).
46. Senate Report (1885), 640. The Union superintendent further stated: “It is no uncom-
mon thing to have a woman come in who has four or five children to support by the labor of
her own hands” (ibid., 643).
47. WWPU, Twenty-Five Years’ History, 5–6.
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the caveat that in situations where no healthy male existed, working
women out of necessity functioned as breadwinners.
If the Union had publicized cases involving working women with labor-
ing husbands, fathers, or brothers, it would have been forced to recognize
that male laborers often did not earn enough to support their families.48
Furthermore, as presented by the Union, the female breadwinner’s inde-
pendence was incomplete, for ultimately she was dependent upon the
Union to collect her wages. By presenting these women as essentially
standing alone, without male protection or support, the Union created a
role for itself—it functioned as the familial protector that it imagined
these women otherwise lacked.
Women Without Agency
Similarly crucial to the Union’s ideology was its understanding of working
women as embodying female passivity and helplessness. Indeed, it was this
very passivity that made them worthy of legal aid. What is important in the
Union’s continual depiction of the poor, helpless working woman is not its
innovation, but rather how old it was, appearing throughout antebellum lit-
erature.49 Yet the Union, from its inception through the 1890s, stubbornly
maintained and fortified this construction. Consistently, the Union
described the women it assisted as helpless, downtrodden, defenseless,
and at times starving. The Union’s first report in 1868 was filled with
crippled women, consumptive girls, and the widows of Union soldiers.
The report, however, recognized working women’s active struggles to
receive their wages. Through the decades, however, even such minuscule
recognition of female agency evaporated while the Union’s agenda became
narrower.
For example, in the 1860s, various annual reports described a Union
benefit where women in the sewing trades exhibited their work. During
this demonstration a female factory operative explained to her audience
the amount of time that went into the creation of various garments and
the piece rates employers paid. She lectured that a pair of drawers required
1,800 stitches and needed to be finished with buckles, buttonholes, and
48. See Amy Dru Stanley, From Bondage to Contract: Wage Labor, Marriage, and the
Market in the Age of Slave Emancipation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1998), chap. 4.
49. For a discussion of the depiction of the sewing woman as weak, fragile, and in need of
protection, see Stansell, City of Women, 151.
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straps. She worked from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. and could finish four garments a
day. For this labor she received sixteen cents a garment. Other women told
similar stories.50 This Union exhibition gave working women the opportu-
nity to voice their complaints and educate their elite and middle-class audi-
ence about the economy in which they labored. As Judge Charles Daly
stated, these women spoke the “eloquence of facts.”51 By the 1870s, how-
ever, any discussion of this exhibition evaporated.
Likewise, in 1868, the Union wrote of an episode in which a group of
female employees of a parasol factory asked the Union to provide assist-
ance in convincing their employer to pay living wages. Although no
legal claim was involved, and the women did not allege that the employer
had failed to pay them, the Union took their demands seriously. It began
negotiations with the employer and claimed, that through various tactics,
they convinced him to pay higher wages.52 Such stories emphasized the
women’s agency and recognized that the wages women often received
were inadequate.
Yet by 1888, the Union adopted the slogan, “Oh, if we could always get
paid for our work, we could get along.”53 This phrase defined narrowly the
abuses and inequities that working women experienced. It asserted that if
working women could collect their wages, they could adequately support
themselves and their families. It thus insinuated that the wages women
received were living wages and refuted the rallying cry of labor reformers
and women’s rights advocates that the wages that employers paid women
in the sewing trades were so meager that women had to supplement their
incomes by prostitution.54 In contrast, the Union’s position justified the
existing system of wage labor, claiming that it was not the system that
needed to be reformed, but rather only the individual behavior of certain
employers who refused to be bound by their contractual obligations.
As the agenda of the Union narrowed, so did the space for women’s
agency. By 1879, Judge Noah Davis remarked: “In this union we see a cor-
poration created for the noblest purposes—the protection of oppressed and
helpless womanhood. Its motive was the idea of pure chivalry . . . Outside
of infancy, there is no object so helpless as a poor girl . . . forced to walk
50. “Working Women’s Protective Union,” New York Times, March 22, 1864, 5.
51. WWPU, Fifth Annual Report, 14.
52. Ibid., 11.
53. Twenty-Five Years’ History, 16–17. The Union claimed that the phrase was used by a
working woman in 1863 (ibid, 1).
54. For a discussion of reformers’ claims that sewing women could not survive on what
they were paid and had to turn to prostitution, see Stanley, From Bondage to Contract, 232–
35.
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upon the sharp edge of necessity, between starvation on the one hand and
death in life on the other.”55 The Union’s literature repeatedly declared that
the working woman standing alone was without defenses. Only with the
Union behind her could she stand up to employers. What empowered
the working woman, in the Union’s view, was an organization of male law-
yers able to use the law on her behalf. The more helpless the working
woman seemed, the greater the Union’s power appeared. As late as
1888, one lawyer stated at a Union benefit that women without male pro-
tection will “shrink from his cruelty without a word, and lie down and
suffer.”56
An 1888 Union report described a case involving a woman who sewed
sheets for two and a half cents each. When she sought to collect her money,
the company sent her from one person to another, each claiming that he
was not responsible for paying such wages. The Union proclaimed,
“Finally Catherine gave up in despair, and called on the Hercules of the
UNION for help.”57 In the Union’s words, it, with access to law, became
god-like. Elite lawyer Fredric Coudert labeled the men of the Union
“knights” who used not the sword but the law to seek redress. He further
claimed that with the mere command “open sesame,” the Union provided
justice to working women.58 As constructed by these men, they were magi-
cally endowed knights who rescued damsels in distress.
The Union’s construction of working-class women as without individual
agency was extraordinarily unstable, for their agency bursts through Union
narratives. In contrast to Union descriptions, women did not stand idle
when their wages went unpaid. Rather, they constantly harassed their for-
mer employers. At times traveling substantial distances, such women
appeared day after day demanding to be paid. Some even camped out at
their employer’s home, refusing to leave until the employer paid the
wages owed. In at least one situation, the woman filed suit against her
employer on her own and only came to the Union later for assistance.59
Others sought assistance from the Union when their employers sued
them. Pursuant to a New York State law of 1876, an employee had the
right to retain goods produced for an employer until wages were paid.
Although the Union never admitted it, for working women, the Union’s
aid was only one tool they used when self-help had failed.
55. “Protection of Working Women,” New York Times, December 9, 1879, 2.
56. WWPU, Twenty-Five Years’ History.
57. Ibid, 8.
58. Ibid., 20–21.
59. See, for example, WWPU, Work Done and Doing, 20.
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The Union’s Women Workers and the Practice of Law
The ideological work of gender is always incomplete and produces complex
ironies and contradictions.60 The Union is the perfect example of this
phenomenon. As the Union attempted to depict the “good” working
woman as lacking agency, through the years it obscured the extraordinary
legal work of its own female employees. Women always occupied the pos-
ition of Union superintendent and assistant superintendent. The first superin-
tendent, Mrs. C. Brooks, was so retiring that she did not want her name
publicly announced at the Union’s first annual meeting. From 1868 (when
the position became salaried) to 1888, Martha W. Ferrer was the superinten-
dent.61 That a woman held this position was not unusual, for many
nineteenth-century institutions that assisted women had a female superinten-
dent on staff.62 A number of elements, however, were unique about Martha
Ferrer’s work. First, despite her service, she remains almost invisible in the
Union’s writings—no mention of her is made in any newspaper article
about the Union, and she did not speak at any of the Union’s many benefits.63
Ferrer, however, exercised a tremendous amount of power, as did Mrs.
Creagh, who filled the position after Ferrer’s death. Their work is evidence
that women were practicing law, under the rubric of philanthropic work, at
a time when women in New York State could not be admitted to the bar. It
also highlights how legal aid from its founding employed women advo-
cates who performed the work of lawyers. Ferrer not only managed the
day-to-day activities of the Union but she, or her assistant, also met with
each woman seeking aid. She listened to their stories and determined
whether a colorable legal claim existed that could be prosecuted by the
Union. Only after the superintendent’s determination would the woman
seeking assistance be permitted to return during complaint day to speak
to a male attorney. Furthermore, as hinted at in Union documents, many
women came to the Union office seeking advice about how to respond
60. On the instability of gender and the paradoxes that it produces, see, for example, Mary
Poovey, Uneven Developments: The Ideological Work of Gender in Mid-Victorian England
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988), 2–3; Joan Wallach Scott, Only Paradoxes to
Offer: French Feminists and the Rights of Man (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University
Press, 1996).
61. See “Working Women’s Protective Union,” New York Times, December 14, 1864, 8.
62. See, for example, Anne M. Boylan, The Origins of Women’s Activism: New York and
Boston, 1797–1840 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002).
63. Despite an extensive search, all that has surfaced regarding Martha Ferrer is the scant
information provided in various censuses. Ferrer was born in Connecticut in 1824, the
daughter of English immigrants. By 1848, she was married and living in Central
America. There she gave birth to a son, Paul Ferrer. By 1880, she was living with Paul,
now a doctor in College Point, Queens. The census leaves her occupation blank.
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to the abuses of employers, and the superintendent must have provided it.
If Union figures are to be believed, Ferrer would have listened to tens of
thousands of complaints over the years.
Likewise, after the Union accepted a case, the superintendent sent a
demand notice to the employer under her own signature. The Union’s
decision that the superintendent, rather than one of the Union’s attorneys,
would send the notice highlights the superintendent’s authority.64 Yet why
would the Union choose to have the employer receive the notice from
the female superintendent rather than from a male attorney? Perhaps the
Union’s representation by a woman emphasized the morality of the Union.
That is, the question of the payment of wages (or at least the failure of the
payment of wages) belonged more in the realm of morals than the market.
Who better to present such claims than a white middle-class woman who,
according to nineteenth-century gender ideology, embodied morality?
In addition, presentation of the claim under a woman’s name might have
been viewed by employers as less antagonistic and litigious than if received
from a male attorney. Perhaps employers understood it as an invitation for
negotiation and settlement. Even after a complaint was sent, the superinten-
dent’s role continued, and she was primarily responsible for negotiating
with employers for the payment of wages and the settlement of cases.
Thus the Union’s male attorneys would have been involved in only a
fraction of the cases upon which the superintendent worked. The superin-
tendent also functioned, along with an attorney, as an arbitrator when
employers chose to have their cases heard by the Union’s arbitration ser-
vice. What distinguished the supervisor’s duties from those of the
Union’s attorneys was simply that she did not appear in court.65
64. When the New York Legal Aid Society sent a demand notice, it was written and
signed by an attorney. One chronicler of the Legal Aid Society writes of such attorney,
“The demand notes would lose effect if based upon exaggerated or fraudulent claims.
And here again the Legal Aid Attorney’s constant experience stood him in good stead.
He could swiftly detect either the imposter or the innocently mistaken claimant”
(Maguire, Lance of Justice, 28–29).
65. In 1928, a report, coauthored by the Bar Association of the City of New York, on legal
aid remarked that the Union, although entirely devoted to legal aid, was run by a social
worker. Only when actual litigation was involved, did a volunteer lawyer become involved.
Clearly this newly professionalized social worker was performing what had been the super-
intendant’s role; see Report of the Joint Committee for the Study of Legal Aid (New York,
1928), 27–28. This also points to the two-tract gender-specific roles played by lawyers and
social workers that developed in the twentieth century. Although their actual work was often
similar, women became social workers and men became lawyers. On the professionalization
of social work, see Daniel Walkowitz, Working with Class: Social Workers and the Politics
of Middle-Class Identity (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1999). On social
workers actually practicing law, see Felice Batlan, “Law and the Fabric of the Everyday: The
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Illustration 1 below supposedly depicts complaint day at the Union, and
it was widely reproduced in the Union’s annual reports. The illustration is
significant for a number of reasons, and it was clearly embraced by the
Union as the image that it wished to project to its audience. The most
active, prominent, and authoritative figure in the illustration is the
Union’s male attorney, who is standing and lecturing an errant employer.
Next to the attorney is a working woman and next to her is the Union’s
superintendent. The superintendent is differentiated from the Union’s client
by the more elaborate dress that she wears. Although only the male attor-
ney is portrayed as speaking, the superintendent is not entirely passive as
she actively sits forward in her chair and glares at the errant employer who
returns her gaze. Yet as portrayed, it is the male attorney who commands
the viewer’s attention and who appears to be in control. The superintendent
and her role is more ambiguous and less active. She is as much an audience
to the attorney’s performance as an active participant.
A later illustration created by Georgina Davis (Illustration 2), a pioneer-
ing woman illustrator, which appeared in Frank Leslie’s Illustrated, pre-
sents a much less ambiguous image of the superintendent and its women
employees.66 In this portrayal, the assistant superintendent sits at a desk,
surrounded by women in need of the Union’s services. She appears
actively engaged with a working woman seeking assistance. The
Union’s supervisor appears at the door ready to summon the next client.
Here the Union’s women employees are all active and firmly in charge
of the work of the Union. Even more striking is that the Union is depicted
as a space entirely inhabited by women. Yet this is an illustration that the
Union never embraced. If it had, the superintendent’s legal work would
have been highlighted and the work that the Union performed feminized.
The Union’s carefully constructed image that male attorneys controlled
the work of the Union would have been undermined.
As the work of the superintendent was ignored, other women’s contri-
butions to the Union were also slighted, and only the occasional hint of
them can be detected. Middle-class and elite women volunteers organized
the Union’s public fundraising events. Furthermore, wealthy women and
women’s organizations were some of the Union’s largest benefactors. For
instance, the women’s organization Sorosis was a frequent contributor to
the Union. In addition, in 1880, five of the seven largest monetary donations
Settlement Houses, Sociological Jurisprudence, and the Gendering of Urban Legal Culture,
Southern California Interdisciplinary Law Journal 15 (2006): 235.
66. FrankLeslie’s IllustratedNewspaper, February 5, 1881; seeBarbara J.Balliet, “‘Let Them
Study as Men and Work as Women’: Georgina Davis, New Women, and Illustrated Papers,”
Common-Place 7 (April 2007): 3, http://www.common-place.org/vol-07/no-03/balliet.
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Illustration 1. This illustration appeared in each of the WWPU’s annual reports
beginning in 1878.
Illustration 2. G.A. Davis, “New York City — The Waiting Room in the Building
of Working Women’s Protective Union,” Frank Leslie’s Illustrated (Feb. 5, 1881).
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to the Union came from women or women’s organizations.67 Thus what
must be recognized is that this organization supposedly run by male attor-
neys was in fact a feminized space in which women ran and participated in
its most crucial functions, including engaging in legal work.
Domesticity, Sentimentalism, and the Union
One of the few times that Martha Ferrer’s work was publicly discussed was
when she died. The year of her death, 1888, also marked the Union’s
twenty-fifth anniversary. During the celebration, she was briefly eulogized,
described as a mother and grandmother. The speaker further praised her
dedication to the Union in a position requiring her “to look out for all
the details of the society” and provide “tender care,” and “love” to the
working women who came to the Union’s offices.68 Such a description
not only discounted Ferrer’s legal work but also drew upon images of
the ideal late nineteenth-century white woman in her home caring for
family and managing the household.
Domestic imagery was crucial in how the Union portrayed itself, its attor-
neys, its workers, and thewomenwho received legal aid. Such imagery func-
tioned to resituate the Union’s working women from the industrial sphere
into a domestic sphere—a place, according to mid- to late nineteenth-century
gender ideology, where women naturally belonged. The day after the
Union’s offices opened in 1864, it wrote, “Before the present year closes,
we feel confident that hundreds of homeless working girls will look upon
the headquarters of the Union, as a home, and upon the lady in charge, as
a mother.”69 Here the Union’s female workers were not understood as pro-
fessionals but rather as substitute mothers, and the Union’s office was not
portrayed as an impersonal professional space but rather as a home.
Further playing upon domestic imagery, in 1870, the Union described itself
as “a home where the story of fraud could be told.”70 Again, the Union did
not situate itself as a law office where legal services were rendered but rather
as a domestic institution where care and love was provided.
67. Unfortunately, the Union only sporadically provided a list of contributors (WWPU,
Protection for the Working Women of New York (1880) (NYPL), n.p.) The woman’s suffrage
newspaper The Revolution also endorsed the work of the Union (The Revolution, January 21,
1869, 39).
68. WWPU, Twenty-Five Years’ History, 28–29.
69. “The Working Women’s Protective Union,” The Sun, February 16, 1864, n.p.
70. WWPU, Seventh Annual Report of the Working Women’s Protective Union (1870)
(NYPL), 4.
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Returning to Illustration 1 above, it is striking that if it were viewed out
of context, it could represent a middle-class family at home. The male law-
yer is depicted as a kind and protective father, and the superintendent is
portrayed as a concerned mother. Both are challenging the man who threa-
tens their daughter protectively seated between them. A later illustration
that appeared in Harpers Monthly went so far as depicting the Union’s
attorney and a working woman seated in front of a large, ornate, and blaz-
ing fireplace.71 Such imagery highlighted the Union’s understanding that it
provided a place that, like home, was built upon benevolence, altruism, and
morality and that provided a refuge and an antidote from the harsh world of
the market—a place where fraud occurred.
As such depictions re-created the working woman as a middle-class
daughter, they also remade the image of male lawyers. The illustration,
as well as the Union’s writings, embraced what Michael Grossberg calls
“responsible manhood.” As he wrote of lawyers during the antebellum
period, “The ideal lawyer carefully reasoned through problems, soberly
addressed difficulties, courageously defended the dependent, and acted
as an independent crusader.”72 Grossberg surmises, however, that the
post–Civil War period marked the demise of lawyers embracing respon-
sible manhood. Yet the Union maintained this position throughout its
existence, and it attempted to integrate it with the new idea of the business
lawyer as specialist and aggressive adversary. As the older image of the
lawyer increasingly conflicted with the everyday practice of law (which
for elite New York City lawyers often meant representing corporations
and raising corporate capital), it may have become even more important
for the men of the Union to be able to imagine the practice of law as
embodying such older conceptions of the work of the urban lawyer.
Robert Gordon has also astutely pointed out that elite New York City law-
yers in the late nineteenth century longed for a higher calling that could
reconfirm the legitimacy of law and legal practice.73 In the Union they
found such a place.
71. William Rideing, “Working Women in New York,” 61 Harper’s New Monthly
Magazine 25 (June/November 1880, 25–37).
72. Michael Grossberg, “Institutionalizing Masculinity: The Law as a Male Profession,” in
Meanings for Manhood: Constructions of Masculinity in Victorian America, ed. Mark C.
Carnes and Clyde Griffen (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990), 133–51.
73. Robert Gordon, “‘The Ideal and the Actual in Law’: Fantasies and Practices of
New York City Lawyers, 1870–1910,” in The New High Priests: Lawyers in Post–Civil
War America, ed. Gerard W. Gawalt (Westport, Conn: Greenwood, 1984). This article
plays with Gordon’s paradigm of the gap between lawyer’s ideals of a just and orderly
world, their reform activities, how they understood or imagined themselves, and their
often anomalous role in working for corporations and promoting corporate interests.
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If the public sphere of the market (and by extension the lawyer’s role in
it) was marked by often callous and arm’s-length commercial transactions,
and the home viewed as a redemptive refuge that stood outside market
transactions, the Union united these two worlds. Here, the Union fought
for what was morally correct without regard to whether litigation made
commercial sense or was cost effective. The Union, through the image
of the downtrodden working woman, allowed lawyers to view themselves
and the profession as gallant, paternal, and deeply moral.
Also, many historians recognize the paradigm shift surrounding
philanthropy that occurred during the Civil War. Where antebellum charity
was based upon the sentiments of giving, humanity, and sympathy,
postwar charity rested upon scientific efficiency and a “tough-minded
dollar-and-cents approach.”74 George Fredrickson writes, “The charity
worker, like the military commander . . . was never to give way to ‘senti-
mental’ humanitarian impulses, but was to consider the army as a whole
and the ‘cause’ rather than the immediate comfort of individuals.”75 The
Union never adopted this approach. Instead it emphasized that it joyfully
and freely gave money to needy women, and at other times actually pur-
chased their legal claims at par value. Here was a realm, like the home,
were the ordinary rules of business did not govern. Throughout its history,
the WWPU refused to adopt the business model of philanthropy, and fre-
quently celebrated its conscious rejection of the values of the market. Judge
Daly remarked at an early meeting that the WWPU was prepared to spend
$100 to procure twenty-five cents.76
Such a statement was not an anomaly—the Union often boasted that it
spent more on the prosecution of a case than the legal claim was worth. By
doing so, it attempted to exempt its own activities from the laws of the mar-
ket that governed lawyers’ everyday legal practice. For example, in 1880,
its treasurer told the following story of a woman collecting the money from
a judgment won by the Union:
“Here is your money—seven dollars and sixty-one cents,” was the Matron’s
greeting to the next comer. [The woman] was expressing her thanks hesitantly
when she suddenly asked, “How much am I to give you out of this?”. . . . The
74. George M. Fredrickson, The Inner Civil War: Northern Intellectuals and the Crisis of
the Union (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1965, 1993), 104.
75. Ibid., 215. See also Ginzberg, Women and the Work of Benevolence, 174–200.
Josephine Shaw Lowell, Public Relief and Private Charity (New York: Arno, 1971,
[1884]); Walter I. Trattner, “Louisa Lee Schuyler and the Founding of the State Charities
Aid Association, New York Historical Society Quarterly 51 (July 1967): 233–48; Roy
Lubove, The Professional Altruist: The Emergence of Social Work as a Career, 1880–
1930 (New York: Atheneum, 1980).
76. New York Sun, March 22, 1864.
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reply came instantly and cheerfully, “not one cent, my good woman; it is all
yours.” “But you spent some money to get it; You had Jane come all the way
from New Hampshire to be a witness for me. I ought to pay you for that.”
“Yes, I know, we paid over nine dollars for Jane’s fare and nearly fifteen dol-
lars for other expenses, but that is part of our duty.”77
Here the lawyer’s duty to pursue justice and what was morally correct
trumped market logic.
Another case concerned the claims of a woman named Catherine whose
employer owed her five dollars for sewing sheets. The Union wrote,
“Meanwhile ‘the company’ had dissolved and another company had
bought out the concern. The UNION had great difficulty in tracing back
and fixing the responsibility on anyone; but energy and perseverance—
and much more money than Catherine’s claim amounted to were success-
ful at last.”78 As Henry Day, one of New York’s elite attorneys, observed
of the Union, “There is something besides the money here . . . I do not
believe there is any lawyer in the city of New York that will bring six thou-
sand suits, and carry them through to judgment for the $22,000 that have
been obtained.79 Another Union officer remarked regarding the cost of
employers appealing cases to higher courts, “The cost grows from five dol-
lars to ten; and from ten dollars to a hundred. Would you back down, or
would you pursue justice.”80 In the Union’s realm of women, more associ-
ated with the domestic sphere than the industrial sphere, the rationality and
rules of the marketplace were replaced by an ethics of benevolence.
The Union also refused to lose sight of the suffering of the individual. It
constantly reminded its audience that what appeared to be the small sums
of money that women sought, constituted significant amounts for them. It
implicitly argued that the value of a dollar differed for working women
compared to those who were financially secure. Thus, they never tired of
pointing to cases where a dollar represented the difference between a work-
ing woman and her children eating or starving. In doing so, the Union
emphasized that the benefits that it provided could not be objectively
measured in dollars and cents, for the subjective benefit that it provided
to individual women far outweighed the actual amount of damages.81
77. WWPU, Protection for the Working Women of New York (1880) (NYPL), 3.
78. WWPU, Twenty-Five Years’ History, 9 (italics in original).
79. WWPU, Protection for the Working Women of New York (1880), 6–7.
80. WWPU, Protection of the Working Women of New York (1881) (NYPL), 8.
81. WWPU, Working Women’s Protective Union Seventh Annual Report (1870) (NYPL),
5. In a much simplified form the Union’s emphasis on the subjective value of a dollar, and its
greater utility for a poor person, reflected a larger debate among economists, led in part by
Alfred Marshall. See Herbert Hovenkamp, “The Marginalist Revolution in Legal Thought,”
Vanderbilt Law Review 46 (1993): 305–59.
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By the Union celebrating its market inefficiency, it attempted to rehabi-
litate the image of lawyers and the practice of law as ensconced within
market relationships. One Union speaker told his audience, “Lawyers are
not a class . . . which are supposed by the community to do much for noth-
ing, and yet they do more than any other.”82 The documents of the Union
are replete with the nineteenth-century version of the lawyer joke, which
often focused on the high fees charged by attorneys.83 Such comments
reflected a concern that the lawyer and his work had been entirely commo-
dified. By contrast, the men of the Union viewed their work as a visible
refutation of this connection between law and the marketplace. As the
Union wrote, its legal advice was “without price.”84 Thus, the Union rep-
resented a context in which lawyers could fantasize that their own services
were literally priceless, and the ordinary rules governing the efficiency of
litigation and the practice of law did not apply. There is an irony here—as
working women sold their labor, male attorneys claimed that they refused
to sell their own, when attempting to win wages owed to such women.
Yet at moments, the Union exhibited a certain discomfort with the image
that it created and how it exempted itself from market and efficiency stan-
dards. At times, it claimed that the Union’s true importance lay not in the
prosecution of individual cases, but rather in how it deterred employers
from engaging in fraud. For instance, it asserted that the Union’s true
value should be measured by the (inherently incalculable) number of
employers who, due to its existence, did not engage in fraudulent behavior.
At these times, the Union described itself as a policeman who patrolled
industry, preventing the worst abuses of employers. As the Union wrote,
“Their polluting waters are restrained only by constant vigilance.”85
Again, here the Union found a role for law in mediating the relationship
between employers and employees while reinforcing the importance of
contracts. The threat of litigation by the Union supposedly deterred
employers from breaching their own bargains. Moreover, as early as
82. WWPU, Twenty-Five Year’s History, 31.
83. For instance, in 1879, Judge Brady told the following joke: A lawyer was approached
by a man who had a claim for $50. The lawyer tells the man that he is very fortunate to have
come to him because the man’s father was one of the lawyer’s earliest clients, and he remem-
bered the father warmly. The lawyer collects the money and calls the man to his office.
While the man is counting the money, the lawyer repeats how lucky he is to have retained
the lawyer’s services. With some dissatisfaction, the man replies, after he has counted only
eighteen dollars, “It is fortunate for me that you did not know my grandfather” (WWPU,
Plain Facts about the Working Women of New York (1879) (SSC), 13). Judge Brady, having
married Maria Daly’s sister, was the brother-in-law of Judge Charles Daly.
84. WWPU, Working Women’s Protective Union Seventh Annual Report (1870), 5.
85. Ibid.
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1871, the Union lobbied for and won a law that allowed judges to award
fees and costs against a male employer who failed to pay a woman’s
wage.86 This law was gender specific and the Union boasted that costs,
which could triple the amount of damages, acted as a strong deterrent to
employers. It appears that such sums went into the Union’s coffers and
not to the plaintiff. Thus, the Union quickly began funding itself through
court victories, shifting its costs to the defendant, indirectly placing a
price tag on the services that it rendered, and reasserting its place in the
market economy.
Although the Union’s conceptualization of its work as standing outside
market forces was incomplete and conflicted, unlike other organizations
and throughout its existence, the Union was not primarily concerned
with justifying its activities as appropriately businesslike, efficient, and
unsentimental. Rather, at a time when lawyers were seen as increasingly
immersed in market relationships and neglecting broader issues of justice,
the Union sought to remove law (at least momentarily or episodically) from
the world of the business corporation, placing it in the domain of pure ben-
evolence, a location that was feminized and more akin to the domestic
sphere than the market. In other words, if benevolent organizations needed
to prove their professional status in a world increasingly dominated by the
corporation, lawyers faced the opposite problem— they needed to demon-
strate that they were not captured by the corporation and that they pos-
sessed hearts and souls.
Contracting Women
As the Union sought to remove itself from a world driven by the market
and arm’s-length bargaining, it also sought to remove the claims that it
brought from a contractual paradigm. Throughout the Union’s writings,
it portrayed women’s claims for unpaid wages as involving fraud rather
than a contractual breach. Yet such women’s actual legal claims would
have been for breach of contract. This question of fraud versus contract
begs for examination, especially given that in the 1890s the Legal Aid
Society began bringing similar cases for men and women, and consistently
described them as arising from a contractual breach. Just as the Union ima-
gined that its legal services stood outside a market relationship, ultimately
the Union’s description of working women’s legal claims depicted them as
victims of fraud rather than free contractual agents who functioned in the
realm of the market. As explored below, the Union’s use of the model of
86. WWPU, Twenty-Five Years’ History, 2–3.
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fraud rather than contract points to the continuing cultural and legal residue
of coverture.
In 1860, after intense lobbying by the woman’s movement, the
New York legislature dealt a significant blow to coverture—a common-law
doctrine that held that a married woman’s legal identity merged into her
husbands and that she could not own property or enter into contracts in
her individual capacity.87 As legal scholars have emphasized, coverture,
though technically applying solely to married women, actually cast its
net wide, branding even unmarried women noncontractual actors.88 The
New York Earnings Act provided that the wages earned by a married
woman constituted her property rather than her husband’s. It also gave
women enhanced contractual power over their separate property. For the
first time in New York, the Earnings Act, at least theoretically, recognized
married women as full contractual beings. Thus, in 1860, in New York, the
legislature laid the groundwork for the emergence of women to enter and
participate fully in the liberal political economy. Yet coverture, in practice,
lingered past the end of the century as decisions from the New York courts
frustrated the intent and purpose of the Earnings Act.89 Defendants contin-
ued to attempt to have cases dismissed on the ground that a suit for a mar-
ried woman’s wages needed to be brought by her husband. Furthermore,
New York courts were sympathetic to husband’s suits brought for the col-
lection of a wife’s wages.90 As Reva Siegel writes, “Notwithstanding
enactment of the 1860 earning statute, a wife’s wages still presumptively
87. In 1848, the New York legislature passed a statute that allowed married women to
keep separate property gained from inheritance or gift. However, it did not provide married
women with the right to contract in their own name or to their wages (Norma Basch, In the
Eyes of the Law: Women, Marriage, and Property in Nineteenth-Century New York (Ithaca,
N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1982), 136–61).
88. See, for example, Ariela Dubler, “In the Shadow of Marriage: Single Women and the
Legal Construction of the Family and the State,” Yale Law Journal 112 (May 2003): 1634–
1715.
89. As Norma Basch demonstrates, the New York judiciary often eviscerated the intent of
the Earnings Act and continued to apply the common-law rules of coverture (Basch, Eyes of
the Law, 200–213). See also Hendrik Hartog, Man and Wife in America: A History
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2000); Nancy Cott, Public Vows: A
History of Marriage and the Nation (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2000);
Norma Basch, Framing American Divorce: From the Revolutionary Generation to the
Victorians (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1999); Stanley,
From Bondage to Contract, 206–17.
90. See Reva B. Siegel, “The Modernization of Marital Status Law: Adjudicating Wives’
Rights to Earnings, 1860–1930,” Georgetown Law Journal 82 (1994): 2127, 2158; Birkbeck
v. Ackroyd, 74 N.Y. 356 (1878); Reynolds v. Robinson, 64 N.Y. 589 (1876); Porter v. Dunn,
30 N.E. 122 (N.Y. 1892).
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belonged, as at common law, to her husband.”91 The Union’s use of the
paradigm of fraud may have been in part strategic. By constantly describ-
ing such claims as arising from fraud it was able to ignore, at least rhetori-
cally, the raging controversy over the status of a married woman’s contract.
More importantly, the independent, emancipated contracting woman of
the Earnings Act stood in sharp contrast to the poor agentless victim of
the Union’s discourse. To the extent that nineteenth-century contract was
built on the underlying assumption of equal bargaining power, and an
expression of the will of both parties, fraud stood outside the contractual
paradigm. Just as courts continued to recognize a husband’s claims for
his wife’s wages, the Union masked the emerging image of the contracting
woman. In doing so, it took these women outside the contractual world of
the market (coded as male) into the sphere of morality, more closely
associated with the nineteenth-century woman.92
By classifying the employer’s failure to pay wages as fraud, the Union
positioned the women to whom it provided legal aid as something other
than free and abstracted contractual agents. To a certain extent, such
women could not be imagined as the abstracted individual who stood at
the heart of contract precisely because the Union could not see past their
sex, their femaleness—the very thing that made them worthy of legal
aid. As such, they were always grounded in the particular.93 Such imagery
elided the new reality of the increased agency of working women and
counteracted the popular image of the new factory girl, a visible figure
in urban life. The factory girl—unmarried, perhaps a suffragist, interested
in popular amusements, fashion, money, and courtship—stood as the anti-
thesis of the passive woman worthy of Union protection.94
91. Siegel, “The Modernization of Marital Status Law,” 2156.
92. As Amy Dru Stanley writes, “The image of the contracting subject was an ‘isolated
man’ implying that the sentimental realm where contract did not prevail, was woman’s
sphere” (Stanley, From Bondage to Contract, 2).
93. Lawrence Friedman writes that the nineteenth-century doctrine of contract law
revolved around abstract relationships: “‘Pure’ contract doctrine is blind to details of subject
matter and person. It does not ask who buys who sells, and what is bought and sold. . . . [I]t is
a deliberate renunciation of the particular, a deliberate relinquishment of the temptation to
restrict untrammeled individual autonomy” (Lawrence M. Friedman, Contract Law in
America: A Social and Economic Case Study (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press,
1965), 20–22). See also Grant Gilmore, The Death of Contract (Columbus: Ohio State
University Press, 1974). Gilmore approvingly cites Friedman and argues that late nineteenth-
and early twentieth-century contract law drew a sharp distinction between contract and tort
(Gilmore, 6–7, 87–88).
94. The Union superintendent described the women it aided as not engaging in cigarette
smoking, the consumption of liquor, or popular amusements (Senate Report (1885), 645).
On the activities and images of young working women in New York, see Kathy Peiss,
Cheap Amusement: Working Women and Leisure in Turn-of-the-Century New York
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Where the Union labeled the wronged working woman a victim of fraud,
it recognized another group of women it endowed with a great deal of
agency, and labeled them thieves, unworthy of Union protection. For
example, in 1868, the Union wrote, “All working-women, and especially
all working-girls, are not saints. Some are impetuous, some are willful
and obstinate, some are dishonest . . . while nearly all are ignorant of the
ordinary rules which govern the conduct of men in the management of
business.”95 Statements like these insinuated that working women, even
ones who were not thieves, could never fully fit into the contractual para-
digm. Yet there was a paradox in this. For a woman truly to be worthy of
Union protection, she needed to be imagined as standing outside the con-
tractual paradigm. Yet to the extent that she stood outside the contractual
regime, she would never be able to equally participate in the market.
The Union was also willing to point fingers at its own clients. Union
reports are replete with descriptions of “fraudulent” claims made by working
women. Unlike the good women victims of fraud, the working women
perpetrators of fraud stood out for their brazenness, foreignness, and agency.
The Union described Bridgette, who complained to the Union that she had
made a dozen vests and her employer failed to pay her. Upon investigation,
the Union learned that she had completed only two vests but demanded that
her employer pay for all twelve. Confronted by the Union, Bridgette
responded, “Why shouldn’t I make sure of me money. Hasen’t he plinty of
it . . . Ye’re chaits yourself, that’s what ye are.” The Union immediately
obtained a warrant allowing it to seize the vests and materials that
Bridgette refused to relinquish.96 In this story, the Union made certain that
its readers recognized the Irishness of the dishonest Bridgette. It also illus-
trates how the Union at times turned against its own clients.
By highlighting stories such as these, the Union assured its audience that
it was not just an advocate for working women but rather for a general con-
tractual regime in which both sides abided by their commitments. Such
cases also stressed the manner in which the Union taught women the
importance of contract. In other words, it disciplined women into the con-
tractual regime.97 Yet in doing so, it set up a series of contradictions and
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1986); Elizabeth Ewen, Immigrant Women in the
Land of Dollars: Life and Culture on the Lower East Side, 1890–1925 (New York:
Monthly Review Press, 1985).
95. WWPU, Fifth Annual Report, 31.
96. WWPU, Protection for the Working Women of New York (1880), 3.
97. In doing so, it performed a similar function as the Freedmen’s Bureau did for newly
freed slaves. For discussions on the role of the Freedmen’s Bureau and other northern organ-
izations in creating contractual and work discipline, see Willie Lee Rose, Rehearsal for
Reconstruction: The Port Royal Experiment (New York: Vintage, 1964); Jacqueline
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paradoxes. On the one hand, these working women needed to learn the value
of contract to become disciplined workers. On the other hand, their very
assertion of the contractual self required a degree of agency that negated
the quality that made them worthy of Union protection, and in extreme
cases, made them (as practitioners of “fraud”) targets of the Union’s wrath.
Furthermore, the Union at times inferred that even the most disciplined
female worker could not fit into a contractual regime due to her very female-
ness. In doing so, the Union highlighted the social, cultural, and legal
anxieties that swirled around women’s role in the market economy.
The Legal Aid Society and the Feminization of Legal Aid
Dramatic shifts occurred in the 1890s regarding how legal aid was pro-
vided to the poor, and a multitude of organizations in New York City,
some composed primarily of women, now competed with the Union. For
example, Fanny Weber, a philanthropist, and Emily Kempin-Spyri, a
Swiss lawyer, created the Arbitration Society, which was primarily run
and staffed by women who provided legal advice to the poor.98
Furthermore, as more women began graduating from law schools, they
became involved in providing legal services to the poor, while women
who were not trained as lawyers continued the tradition of providing
legal aid now under the rubric of social work.99 For instance, the settlement
houses that sprouted up across New York City provided one significant
location for such informal legal aid.100
By the late nineteenth century, however, the New York Legal Aid
Society became the dominant provider of legal aid services. The Society
was originally created in 1876 to provide legal services to German immi-
grants, and it was only in 1890 that the Society eliminated the requirement
Jones, Soldiers of Light and Love: Northern Teachers and Georgia Blacks, 1865–1873
(Athens: University of Georgia, 1992); Stanley, From Bondage to Contract.
98. See For the Better Protection of their Rights (New York University, 1940) Women’s
Legal Education Society, NYU Archive, 20; “The Sohlichtungsverin,” New York Times,
March 3, 1889, 15. Emily Kempin is also credited with having inspired the creation of
women’s legal aid bureaus in Germany (The Legal Aid Review (July 1909), 18
(New York Historical Society) [NYHS]).
99. New York University Law School began admitting women in 1892. Some of the
women graduates of NYU created the Woman’s Law League of New York. Its mission
included providing legal services to poor women and using their legal skills to further phi-
lanthropy (“The Woman’s Law League of New York,” The Business Woman’s Journal,
April 1893, 1).
100. Batlan, “Law and the Fabric of the Every Day,” 2.
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that those who sought aid be German.101 Under the leadership of Arthur
v. Briesen, the Society significantly expanded, eventually opening multiple
offices in New York City. Although the Society attempted to de-emphasize
the WWPU’s tropes of domesticity and sentimentalism and instead high-
light that it was conducted with modern businesslike efficiency, the
Society, like the WWPU, was significantly connected to women. This
manifested itself in at least three ways. First, the Society was particularly
concerned with issues that affected women and the home, and poor
women frequently used the Society’s services. Second, the Society hired
a number of women lawyers who held important positions. And third,
the Society used female images to represent legal aid. One of the Legal
Aid Society’s three New York City branches was even called the
Women’s Branch. In multiple ways, the Legal Aid Society also built
upon what the WWPU had already created, and the work of the superinten-
dent at the WWPU must have carved a path for women lawyers who would
work at the Society.
I, however, am not arguing that the Society ever intended to be so clo-
sely associated with women. Rather it may have been just the opposite, for
the Society in the 1890s sought to distance itself from a feminized world of
domesticity, sentimentalism, and philanthropy and position itself in a pro-
fessional male world of law and market relations. The Society referred
somewhat condescendingly to the WWPU as its “one lovely sister” and
claimed that the WWPU was a charity that functioned without a full-time
paid lawyer.102 In contrast, the Society pointed to the fact that it employed
a lawyer to whom it paid a salary. Likewise, where the WWPU constantly
situated itself in a domestic-like realm, the Society situated itself in a pro-
fessional world and claimed that it was the equivalent of a medical dispen-
sary where experts administered life and death services.
As we have seen, the WWPU constantly refused to adopt an ideology of
efficiency. The Society, however, embraced a capitalist efficiency claiming
that it refused to take cases where the damages would be less than the time
and energy expended by the lawyer. As the Society’s attorney wrote, “This
office continually dings into the ears of its clients the principle, that suits
are brought, not for the sake of inconveniencing the defendant but to
gain something substantial for the plaintiff. Your Attorney also always
brings home the fact that time is money.”103 Moreover, the Society adopted
101. See MacGuire, Lance of Justice, 16–17, 58.
102. Ibid., 70.
103. Nineteenth Annual Report of the German Legal Aid Society for the Year 1894, 17
(Arthur v. Briesen Collection, Seeley G. Mudd Manuscript Collection, Princeton
University (BCPU).
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a policy where its clients were required to pay a small fee for representation
and a percentage of any monetary award.104 Clearly unlike the WWPU,
which touted that its services were priceless, and described its work as
purely altruistic, the Society’s services came with a price. This fee symbo-
lized the professional nature of its services and disassociated legal aid from
the feminized realm of charity, philanthropy, and sentimentalism. As the
president of the Society wrote, such a fee “removes the sting of charity
and makes the client feel that the assistance rendered is in the nature of
a regular business transaction.”105 The WWPU yearned to create an
image of its work as altruistic and a picture of lawyers as sympathetic.
The Society wanted to demonstrate that its work was akin to any other
legal practice and ensconced in a rationalized, efficient, and professiona-
lized world.
One of the greatest contrasts between the WWPU and the Society was
how they described their clients. The WWPU consistently and somewhat
disingenuously portrayed its clients as middle-class women. The Society,
especially in its early years, presented its clients as foreign and ignorant.
At times, it emphasized how difficult and unpleasant it was for the lawyer
who had to work with such clients. The Society’s lawyer, in 1893, wrote
that “Russian and kindred immigrants are less in sympathy with the
views of life and justice that prevail in the United States . . . Being fre-
quently ignorant, suspicious and over charged with prejudices, the poor
people are more apt to get into disputes of a legal or quasi-legal charac-
ter.”106 Where the WWPU emphasized the helplessness of those women
who sought aid, the Society consistently perceived its Eastern European
Jewish clients as too aggressive, and it viewed its role as educating and dis-
ciplining such immigrants.
Furthermore, and quite transparently, in its early years, the Society
wanted to provide the types of services to men that the WWPU provided
to women, and at times it sought to situate itself in a deeply male world.
For example, the Society created and often celebrated its Seaman’s
Branch, which provided legal services to sailors from around the world
who docked in New York. Seamen would of course be male and encom-
pass many traits traditionally associated with working-class masculinity.
104. See, for example, “Legal Aid for the City’s Poor,” Globe, February 14, 1905;
“Report of the Committee for the East Side Branch of the Legal Aid Society Upon the
Taking of Commissions on Accounts Collected (1905),” BCPU, folder 16, box 5; Tweed,
The Legal Aid Society, 20.
105. Twenty-Second Annual Report of the Legal Aid Society for the Year 1897, 6–7,
BCPU.
106. Eighteenth Annual Report of the German Legal Aid Society for the Year 1893, 2,
BCPU.
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Likewise, the lawyer in charge of the branch engaged in his own manly
behavior as he used a small launch, often at night, to prevent “pirates”
and “crimps” from kidnapping or otherwise abusing sailors.107 In spite
of these attempts and the tropes that the Society employed, women in
need of legal services, and issues associated with women, increasingly
became a significant part of the Society’s work.
Women as Clients of the Legal Aid Society
During each year in the 1890s, the number of women seeking legal ser-
vices from the Society increased, as did cases involving domestic relations.
As this occurred, the Society, which originally eschewed the use of vign-
ettes infused with sentimentalism, soon began to fill its literature with stor-
ies of poor sewing women and abandoned wives.108 In a 1901 speech that
Lyman Abbott gave at the Society’s twenty-fifth anniversary celebration,
he beseeched the audience to “consider for one moment your daughter,
your sister, your friend to be alone in this great city . . . without father or
brother or husband or friend to be a protector . . . if she is suffering injustice
or wrong, if wages are not paid to her, if protection is not given to her, if
the door of the house of vice swings wide open to her . . . Think what you
owe to that daughter, that sister . . . And then, through this Society reach
out the hand of help to her.”109 Such sentiments and imagery echoed
those that the WWPU had employed for almost forty years, and they
were in considerable tension with how the Society sought, at other
times, to portray itself.
Although the Society attempted to create a professional, businesslike,
and more male image for itself, in reality it was in competition with the
WWPU and it needed to distinguish its work and the types of cases that
it took from those conducted by the WWPU. Simultaneously, it had to
respond to demands for various types of legal aid required by those who
came to its offices. From its inception, the WWPU had refused to represent
domestic workers, and quickly the Legal Aid Society made the represen-
tation of women domestic workers, such as housekeepers, one of its spe-
cialties. The Society was fond of stating that it took such cases even
when they infuriated supporters of the Society, who found themselves
107. Twenty-Fifth Annual Report of the Legal Aid Society for the Year 1900, 14.
108. See, for example, Twenty-Seventh Annual Report of the Legal Aid Society for the
Year 1902, 25–27 BCPU.
109. Twenty-Sixth Annual Report of the Legal Aid Society for the Year 1901, 10, BCPU.
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the subject of complaints.110 The Society’s interest went beyond merely
taking such cases as it also sought to educate domestic employers and
employees who were, of course, primarily women. One of the Society’s
first major publications, Domestic Employment, authored by lawyers
Helen Arthur and George Engelhardt, set forth the law governing maids,
cooks, and other employees who worked in homes. Since there was no pre-
defined category of law governing “domestic employment,” the lawyers
had to borrow from contract law and the law of master and servant. By
doing so, they, at least partially, defined the work that occurred in a
home as based upon a series of contractual relationships. Thus they situated
the home as simply another location in which the market, law, and arm’s-
length contractual relations functioned. This contrasted dramatically with
the WWPU’s idealization of the home as a place outside of the market—
a refuge where the “story of fraud could be told.”111
As the pamphlet made clear, it was primarily directed at “mistresses”
and those workers employed in homes. Unable to entirely desentimentalize
the home or recognize it as a place of class conflict, the pamphlet’s intro-
ductory paragraph stressed that “a good mistress, circumspect and kindly in
disposition, will never give cause for complaint as to the manner in which
servants are treated, or as to food, lodging or physical comfort.” To the ser-
vant, the pamphlet advised that there was “no better calling . . . than the pri-
vilege of assisting in the affairs of the home of cultured men and women.
In such a home she finds every means of development.”112 To the extent
that the WWPU portrayed the women it represented as middle-class
women who had fallen upon hard times, the Society operated with a differ-
ent set of constructs. The Society saw its primarily immigrant clients as
only potentially learning how to become both Americanized and dignified
working-class women. Yet for mistresses who failed to be role models and
servants whose appreciation fell short of what the pamphlet deemed the
norm, the law would have to mediate.
Where the Society was willing to take cases involving women domestic
workers, in 1890, it decided not to take domestic relations cases. In part,
this was based on an understanding that divorce was immoral and that
domestic relations cases were unsavory. By the mid-1890s, in large part
due to demand, the Society decided to represent women in matrimonial
110. “The Judicial Aspect of the Work of the Legal Aid Society,” The Legal Aid Review
(July 1907) (NYPL).
111. WWPU, Seventh Annual Report of the Working Women’s Protective Union
(1870), 4.
112. Domestic Employment: A Handbook (Legal Aid Society: New York, 1908) (available
at http//:google.books.com/books).
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cases, especially cases involving nonsupport by husbands.113 This decision
was based on the gendered understanding that it was often women who
were the victims and suffered most when marriages ended. Furthermore,
without a husband’s financial support, poor women, with limited employ-
ment options, were often unable to provide for their families. A husband’s
support might be the only thing that prevented these women from having to
rely on charity or the limited public support available. A women’s claim for
support was thus not that far removed from a claim for wages. Both involved
a failure to abide by one’s obligations and a breach of contract—in one the
wage contract and in the other the marriage contract.114
One type of story the Society often repeated, to the point of it almost
becoming a trope, involved immigrant wives who traveled to the United
States to join husbands. Upon arriving, they discovered that their husbands
had remarried or were living with other women. Penniless and often with
nowhere to go, they would find their way to the Society. The Society
would help these women by seeking support payments from husbands
and at times filing for divorce.115 Likewise the Society sought divorces
and support for women whose husbands had abandoned them. Plus, in
an enormous clash of cultural and religious norms, the Society investigated
and campaigned against rabbis who provided what it labeled “fraudulent
divorces” to immigrant Jewish men, whose wives had no knowledge of
their husbands’ actions.116 At other times, the Society would informally
become involved when women sought its aid in controlling drunk and abu-
sive husbands. Two sets of ideas drove the Society’s actions in regard to
matrimonial cases. First was an understanding that men were breadwinners
and, whether divorced or not, were financially responsible for their
families. Second, immigrants had to learn that American civil law
trumped both immigrant custom and religion. Yet the Society’s involve-
ment in these cases was not a dramatic and intentional policy shift but
113. See The Legal Aid Review (No. 4, 1904) (NYPL), 1.
114. On antidesertion law as embodying the idea that men’s marriage obligations should
be enforced and that dependency should be private and contained in the family, see Anna
Ingra, Wives without Husbands: Marriage, Desertion, and Welfare in New York, 1900–
1935 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2007), 82–83. See also Dubler,
“In the Shadow of Marriage.”
115. See “Good Work Done By the Legal Aid Society,” New York Times (1905), BCPU,
folder 13, Box 7; Waddill Catchings, “The Work of the New York Legal Aid Society,”
Greenbag 15 (1903): 316.
116. See, for example, Twenty-Second Annual Report of the Legal Aid Society for the Year
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rather, at least in part, a response to the needs of women who sought its
assistance.
In 1899, the Society created a women’s committee. The committee then
founded the Society’s Women’s Branch, which was entirely managed, run,
and staffed by women, including women lawyers who volunteered their
services. In part, the creation of the women’s branch was intended to
reduce the number of women who sought aid, especially in matrimonial
cases, from the Society’s other offices. The Women’s Branch was located
in the Charity Building, where multiple philanthropic and reform-based
organizations had offices. The location of the branch was intended to inte-
grate the provision of legal advice and representation with other social ser-
vices. The Society, reflecting a much larger ideology of differences
between men and women, believed that women lawyers were better suited
than male lawyers to represent women clients.117
But the women lawyers who staffed the office were often at a loss
regarding how to advise women with marital problems whose husbands
continued to be present and provide support. Lawyers, at times, blamed
the women themselves for failure to adequately perform as wives and
maintain appropriate homes. As Josephine Stary, the head of the
Women’s Branch wrote, “In dealing with these cases we must never disre-
gard the fact that the woman who cannot manage her own affairs, who can-
not maintain her dignity at the head of her home, though it be a lowly one,
ought to have been taken in hand years ago, while she was in her teens, and
then taught something of the responsibilities and duties of married life—of
the virtues a woman must cultivate to maintain the respect of her husband.”
Although Stary admitted that many of these women suffered “indignities,”
her only advice was to “pray.”118 The Women’s Branch was not particu-
larly successful because the Women’s Committee was unable to raise suffi-
cient funds to maintain the branch, and women clients found its location
inconvenient and continued to use the Society’s other offices and it was
soon closed.
As the Society pursued domestic employment and domestic relations
cases, newspaper and journal articles on the Society often featured and
emphasized the Society’s female clients and were directed to an audience
of women readers. This functioned to further the association between
117. See Twenty-Fifth Annual Report of the Legal Aid Society for the Year 1900, 12–13
(BCPU).
118. Twenty-Fourth Annual Report of the Legal Aid Society for the Year 1899, 35–36
(BCPU). At the turn of the century and for decades thereafter, it was common for reformers
to blame wives’ lack of domestic skills, failure to be submissive, and physical appearances
for husbands’ desertions (Ingra, Wives without Husbands, 59–61).
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women and legal aid. For instance, one of the first articles on the Society to
appear in the national press was a 1906 Ladies Home Journal article. The
article implored its readers, primarily women, to organize legal aid
societies in their home cities and spoke of the Society’s “crusade against
the abandonment and non-support of women and children.”119
In a 1903 Green Bag article describing the work of the Society, women
and women’s issues featured prominently. Like the WWPU, a large num-
ber of the Society’s cases involved collecting workers’ wages from
employers who had failed to pay them. The article mentioned one case
in which a Coney Island show had refused to pay one of its “houtchie
coutchie dancers,” another where a woman of “social prominence” did
not pay her maid’s wages, and a third involving a male lawyer who neg-
lected to pay his female stenographer.120 It also discussed the Society’s
use of a law, for which the WWPU had originally lobbied, allowing for
the arrest of a male employer who refused to pay a woman worker.
Finally, the article highlighted how a large portion of the Society’s work
was devoted to securing support from the husbands of deserted wives.121
Clearly, poor and working-class women used the Legal Aid Society, as
they had used the WWPU, as a significant resource that could help them
in their daily struggles.
Women as Legal Aid Society Lawyers
As so many of the Society’s clients were women, the Society was also one
of the few legal institutions that hired and promoted women lawyers. These
women lawyers, at times, made the issues facing poor women more visible
and a Society priority. Again, this was not necessarily the intent of the
directors of the Society (who were most often men) but rather reflected
material conditions. For example, the Society was perpetually in need of
money, and hiring women lawyers who had few professional opportunities
was undoubtedly economically efficient.122 At times, women lawyers hired
by the Society were even expected to work without pay.123 In other cases,
119. Watkins, “Where the Poor Get Legal Advice Free,” 45.
120. Waddill Catchings, “The Work of the New York Legal Aid Society,” Greenbag 15
(1903): 313–14.
121. Ibid., 317.
122. Maguire, Lance of Justice, 72; Davies, Brutal Need, 15; Anna Ingra, although only
briefly mentioning the issue, suggests that women attorneys at the turn of the century worked
for the National Desertion Bureau, a Jewish organization that provided legal support to
women whose husbands had deserted them (Ingra, Wives without Husbands, 23).
123. Maguire, Lance of Justice, 175.
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socially prominent women who were Society supporters would agree to
pay the salary for women lawyers.124
Even more remarkably, in 1901, Rosalie Loew, who had worked at the
Society since 1897, was appointed as the Society’s chief attorney.125 In her
annual report she wrote, “Your attorney believes that the interest of women
has been of great assistance to the Legal Aid Society by spreading the
knowledge of its benefits and its needs. It is perhaps gratifying . . . that a
woman is in charge of the whole work, and another of one of its
branches.”126 At various times at the turn of the century, Mary
Quakenbos, Annette Fisk, Josephine Stary, Sadie Frances Rothschild,
and Bertha Rembaugh all worked as lawyers at the Legal Aid
Society.127 By 1905, Rembaugh was the head attorney of the Society’s
uptown branch.128 In part, we might see this path for women lawyers as
already carved out by the work of the WWPU’s female superintendents.
The Society also may have been considered a particularly appropriate
place for women lawyers. As the Legal Aid Society readily admitted, it
tried not to bring cases to trial but preferred negotiation and settlement,
or what the society called “conciliation” and “adjustment.”129 The
Society proclaimed, “Litigation is always unsatisfactory and should be
124. Letter from James Reynolds to Mrs. William Gulliver, January 11, 1899, and Letter
from James Reynolds to Carl Schurz, January 10, 1899), Records of the University
Settlement Society of New York City, Jacob S. Eisenger Collection, Wisconsin Historical
Society, box 7.
125. Loew, who was Jewish, was the daughter of a successful lawyer and granddaughter
of a prominent Hungarian rabbi. She graduated from New York University Law School in
1895 and went to work in her father’s law office. Loew later went on to become active in the
suffrage movement and in politics. She was eventually appointed judge in domestic relations
court, making her the first woman in New York to hold such a position; see Rada Blumkin,
“Rosalie Loew Whitney: The Early Years as Advocate for the Poor,” http://www.stanford.
edu/group/WHLP; Danielle Haas Laursen, “Rosalie Loew Whitney: Lawyer, Crime
Fighter, Judge, Political Activist, and Suffragist,” http://www.stanford.edu/group/WHLP.
126. Twenty-Sixth Annual Report of the Legal Aid Society for the Year 1901 (BCPU).
127. See Letter from Cornelius Kitchell to Arthur v. Briesen, February 10, 1905, BCPU,
box 4, folder 8; Letter from Louis Stoiber to Arthur v. Briesen, April 19, 1905, BCPU, box
4, folder 8. In 1905, after working at the Legal Aid Society, Mary Quakenbos formed her
own law firm called the People’s Law Firm. Quakenbos’s clients were primarily poor.
Similar to her work at the Society, many of her cases involved representing women in aban-
donment, support, and other domestic relations cases. Quakenbos, a woman of independent
wealth, hoped that her offices would simply generate enough income to pay expenses. She
also offered to train any woman lawyer who would be interested in working for her (“New
Field of Legal Work among the Poor,” New York Times, June 11, 1905, 7).
128. Letter from Mary Quackenbos to Arthur v. Briesen, April 7, 1905, BCPU, box 5,
folder 11.
129. “The Judicial Aspect of the Work of the Legal Aid Society, The Legal Aid Review
(July 1907) (NYPL).
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resorted to only in extremity.”130 Such a position skirted the contentious
issue of whether it was appropriate for women lawyers to appear in
court. Moreover the Society made it clear that, unlike private lawyers
required to zealously represent their clients, the Society as a “quasi-public
corporation” did not take cases that were “morally wrong.”131 A morally
upright legal practice that was not based upon courtroom appearances,
and that bridged philanthropy and law, was precisely the type of work
that was considered appropriate for women lawyers. As demonstrated,
women who were not formally trained in law had been doing such work
at the WWPU, the Arbitration Society, and in the settlement houses.132
Mary Quakenbos, one of the first women Legal Aid Society lawyers, com-
mented regarding women representing poor people that there is “plenty of
work for women lawyers who are womanly and do not let their brains
dominate their hearts.”133 Such language implied that women instinctively
were sympathetic and charitable and that legal aid work was naturally
appropriate for women lawyers.
In addition to women clients and lawyers, the Society also received a
great deal of financial support from women benefactors. In 1897, Mrs.
Lucy Schroeder established a Society fund used to prevent certain types
of foreclosures and to provide bonds necessary in civil cases; she also
became the Society’s first life member.134 Moreover, the invitation card
used to invite people to the Society’s twenty-fifth anniversary celebration,
which also functioned as a fundraising event, went out under the names of
three women and two men. It specifically stated, “You are invited by the
ladies and gentlemen of the Legal Aid Society.135 Another letter enticing
patrons to the celebration explained, “The banquet is expected to be of
more than usual interest because ladies as well as gentlemen will be seated
at [the head] table.136 Such an unusual seating arrangement was a visible
and progressive marker of the important role that women played in the
Society as patrons and lawyers.
130. Ibid.
131. Ibid.
132. On early women lawyers and trial work, see Virginia Drachman, Sisters in Law:
Women Lawyers in Modern American History (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1998); Virginia Drachman, Women Lawyers and the Origins of Professional
Identity in America: The Letters of the Equity Club, 1887 to 1890 (Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press, 1993).
133. “New Field of Legal Work Among the Poor,” New York Times (June 11, 1905).
134. Maguire, Lance of Justice, 68.
135. Invitation card from the Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Banquet Committee (1901), Legal
Aid Society material, NYHS, (italics added).
136. Letter from the Banquet Committee (1901), Legal Aid Society material, NYHS.
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By 1905, legal aid had become so associated with women and the fem-
inine sphere that Briesen penned a poem that used the phrase “Miss Legal
Aid.”137 In a perhaps tongue-in-cheek manner such language emphasized
how legal aid had become deeply associated with women. The insignia the
Society used (Illustration 3 above) also located legal aid within a feminized
sphere. This illustration not only portrayed a figure of a blindfolded woman
as a symbol of justice but another more unusual image of a woman also
appears. This other woman is seated with her back to Justice and dressed
in what appears to be a somewhat modern gown. She nurses an infant
while holding another infant, perhaps a twin on her lap. Even though it
is unclear who or what this figure represents, it is deeply feminine, nurtur-
ing, and maternal. Perhaps this woman nurses Justice herself; perhaps she
is the goddess Tellus, whom ancients worshipped as Mother Earth, and a
symbol of fertility and stability. Even without knowing her identity, this
figure gestures towards how, by the turn of the century, the provision of
legal aid, in a multitude of ways, was deeply associated with women.
Conclusion
Although we might expect that legal aid continued to be closely linked with




137. Letter from Edward Fleming to Arthur v. Briesen, January 11–12, 1905(?), BCPU,
box 5, folder 18.
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second decade of the twentieth century, legal aid organizations embarked
upon a project of professionalization in their effort to gain and solidify the
support of bar associations. As this occurred, they began to sharply dis-
tinguish legal work from what they designated as “social work.”138
Embedded in the ideology of professionalism was an implicit understanding
that the legal profession was male and that social work was female.139 Much
of women’s legal work for legal aid organizations now came under the head-
ing of social work. For example, the Working Women’s Protective Union
continued to provide advice to working women well into the twentieth cen-
tury. A 1928 report of the New York City Bar Association, however, condes-
cendingly viewed the WWPU as not quite a real legal aid organization
because it was “thoroughly socialized,” maintained relationships with other
“social agencies,” rather than legal aid organizations, and was staffed and
run by a female social worker rather than a trained lawyer.140 Some women
lawyers as well as social workers responded to this professionalization and
legalization project by seriously criticizing how legal aid societies provided
legal services.141 During this period, Reginald Heber Smith wrote his deeply
influential Justice and the Poor (1919), which provided the first serious
account of the history of legal aid.142 Smith’s work was part of legal aid’s lar-
ger project of professionalization, and it overlooked much of women’s long
history of involvement in legal aid.
I have attempted to restore women and gender’s role in the development
of legal aid. As demonstrated, legal aid from its beginning was shaped by
complex gender and class configurations. With this richer and gendered
history of legal aid, we can now further contextualize figures such as law-
yer Clara Foltz, who from the 1890s on advocated for a public defender’s
138. Michael Grossberg makes this important point but does not connect it to issues of
gender or women; see Michael Grossberg, “The Politics of Professionalism: The Creation
of Legal Aid and the Strains of Political Liberalism in America, 1900–1930,” in Lawyers
and the Rise of Western Political Liberalism, ed. Terrence Halliday and Lucian Karpik
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997).
139. On the development of social work, which was itself in the process of professionalizing,
see, for example, JohnH. Ehrenreich, TheUltruistic Imagination: AHistory of SocialWork and
Social Policy in the United States (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1985), 53–66.
140. Report of the Joint Committee for the Study of Legal Aid (New York, 1928), 27–28.
141. For example, Kate Holladay Claghorn criticized legal aid societies for their emphasis
on technicalities, overlooking the larger needs of clients, favoring male attorneys, and tend-
ing to believe employers over their (often female) employee-clients (The Immigrant’s Day in
Court (New York: Harper’s Brothers, 1923), 470–85).
142. Reginald Heber Smith, Justice and the Poor: A Study of the Present denial of Justice to
the Poor and the Agencies Making more Equal their Position before the Law, with Particular
Reference to Legal Aid Work in the United States (New York: Carnegie Foundation, 1919).
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service.143 That such a call came from a woman can be understood as part
of a larger pattern of women’s work in legal aid.
Although it is tempting to celebrate this newly reconstructed vision of
legal aid and the role that women played, its gendered origins and devel-
opment is too multivariate for easy categorization. The birth of organized
legal aid occurred with the Working Women’s Protective Union, which
arose out of specific historical circumstances and functioned as one
means through which male labor activists working along side male pro-
fessionals, primarily lawyers, usurped the power of women working in
the garment trades. Instead of empowerment through collective action,
working women received narrowly construed legal help in collecting
wages that were owed to them. At the same time, the WWPU allowed
elite New York lawyers to congratulate themselves and the profession
for their generosity and the power that law possessed while affirming
that the wage labor system was sound. The Union also allowed such law-
yers to imagine that, for at least a moment, the practice of law could stand
outside of the market and escape commoditization. Indeed, the WWPU
represents an extraordinary venue where elite lawyers interpolated them-
selves through working women.
The daily reality of the work of the WWPU, however, was quite differ-
ent than its elite supporters imagined. In large part, the WWPU was man-
aged by a female supervisor, and she and her female assistants provided
much of the day-to-day legal advice to working women, acted as gate-
keepers, interacted with defendants, and arbitrated disputes. When the
New York Legal Aid Society began competing with the WWPU in the
1890s, it was already accepted that legal aid was an appropriate field for
now formally trained women lawyers.
The Legal Aid Society at first may have sought to de-emphasize its
association with women, but material conditions did not allow for this.
Poor women and their legal problems, primarily with employers and hus-
bands, propelled the Society to handle these cases. The small cadre of
women who began graduating from law schools provided an inexpensive
means to staff the Society. Simultaneously such lawyers, the female bene-
factors of the Society, and the attention of journalists that the Society
attracted, served to solidify the connection between legal aid and
women. It is fair to say that by the first decade of the twentieth century,
legal aid was, although would not remain, feminized.
143. See Barbara Allen Babcock, “Inventing the Public Defender,” American Criminal
Law Review 43 (2006):1267.
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